Descriptions by Stamp Position

1/III. Dot on the right frame by the sixth spiral; dot above the sun at 12:30; dot in the tail of the left dove; break in the oval at 11:00; break in the lower frame under the right side of the fourth heart; extension on the left leg of the A in MUCHA (dot near the upper right corner).

1/IV. To the left of the first tower a ray breaks into five dashes; short and divided main ray; dot on the lower frame under the first heart; gaps in the upper edge of the right dove’s wing; (dot in the upper frame above the fourth spiral; break in the left frame above the S in ČESKO).

2/III. Two dots above the fourth tower; missing main ray; extended dot on the sun at 12:30; dot on the oval at 5:30; projection at the lower left corner; gaps in the tail of the left dove.

2/IV. Dot at 10:00 in the third leaf; three or four breaks in the lower frame under the value tablet extending to under the fourth heart; (dot on right frame between E and N in SLOVEN).
3/III. Group of dots under the ŠTA in POŠTA; dot within the A in POŠTA; dot in the wing of the left dove; dot in the second heart at 3:30; (dot between the sun and the top of the fifth tower;) dash under the lower right corner.

3/IV. Moderately thickened third dot on the sun’s rim; broken seventh wave above the third heart; projection at the lower right corner (with a dot).

4/III. Projection at the upper right corner; top part of main ray bent to the right; dot in the sun at 2:30; a cross on the top of the fifth tower; the line under the wavy line is broken many times; two dots in the left half of the value tablet and the oval has a gap at 12:30; dot in the tail of the left dove; first heart broken at 10:30 and 12:00, the second heart has breaks at 3:00 and 4:00, the third heart has two dots, and the fourth heart is broken at 8:30; dash beneath the CH in MUCHA as well as to the left and to the right under the third heart; dots under the lower frame.

4/IV. Breaks in the upper frame above the A and right forked line; a slight projection from the upper right and lower left corners; (green spot 2 mm above the right forked line; strong ray to the right of left branch;) gentle bulge on the right frame above the O.
5/III. Six breaks in the left frame from the dove across to the Č and also above the SKO in ČESKO; two dots between the second and third towers; missing first and two last dots on the sun’s rim; dot on the right frame above the V in SLOV; second leaf broken at 7:00 and 8:00; dot in the second branch of the shrub; dot in the wings of both doves; a dash in the value table at 5:00; break in the wing and small fan of the left dove; gaps in the first heart at 12:00 and 2:00, the fourth heart at 2:30; underlined MUCHA; dots on the lower frame under the left edge of the value tablet, under the left edge of the 5, and under the fourth heart.

5/IV. Three dots to the left of the first tower; break in the main ray and in the ray under TA; (gap in the seventh wave).

6/III. Damaged upper frame above the left forked line; the fourth leaf has a dot at 10:00; a dot in the fifth leaf at 10:00 and the leaf extends under the P in POŠTA; dots missing from the sun’s rim at 3:00 and 4:00; breaks in the edge of the first heart at 2:00 and 3:00, the second heart at 7:00, and in the wing of the left dove; a dot in the left dove.¹

6/IV. Protrusion near the upper left corner above the third spiral; dot on the left frame above the S in ČESKO; protrusion from above the sixth wave; short legs on the M in MUCHA.

¹ Tr. The last phrase is v L.hol.tečá but it is not clear from the text that this is a complete phrase, nor does the illustration appear to support this translation.
7/III. Two breaks in the main ray; dot in the sun at 3:00; gap in the wing of the left dove; dot on the oval at 5:00; dot in the third heart at 4:30; break in the fourth heart at 7:00; blotch by the lower right corner.

7/IV. Two breaks in the main ray; enlarged third dot on the sun’s rim; projection at the lower right corner; (white blotch above the sixth spiral).

8/III. Damage to the upper frame above the third and fourth spirals, and above the P in POŠTA; the first and last two dots on the sun’s rim are missing; break in the wing of the left dove\(^2\), and at 1:30 on the first heart; dot in the second heart at 3:00; dots under the U and C in MUCHA; break in the lower frame to the right of and under the fourth heart.

8/IV. Shortened main ray; break in the left frame near the top left upper edge of the dove; (?\(^3\)) dashes above the third through fourth spirals and a dot on the upper frame above and to the right of the T in POŠTA; a dash and two dots after the right branch; a break in the fourth wave; break in the fourth heart at 2:00.

---

\(^2\) Tr. The break does not appear to be visible in the illustration.

\(^3\) Tr. There is no matching demarcation for enclosed text, so it is impossible to say which phrases should be enclosed.
9/III. A bent line joins the upper right corner to the upper left corner of 10/III; dot on the main ray; a white spot between the Č in ČESKO and the shrub; break in the lower frame under the fourth heart; three dashes under the lower frame; a dot under the fourth heart and under the right dove; dot in the tail of the right dove.

9/IV. Damage to the upper frame above the fourth spiral and a break in the left frame near the third spiral, break in the upper left corner; the rays under TA are diminished to dots; a white spot between the Č in ČESKO and the shrub; damage to the second heart at 1:00 and 8:30; break in the oval at 11:00.

10/III. Dot below the ray under TA; the last dot in the sun’s rim is shifted to the left; break in the lower frame under the fourth heart; dot on the lower frame under the right dove; (break in the main ray).

10/IV. Top of the letter E extends into the left frame; the main ray is refracted to the right; blunt upper right corner.
11/III. Extended inner part of the O in POŠTA at 11:00; shortened main ray; break in the left frame above and below the second spiral and several times near ČESKO; missing dots in the sun’s rim at 9:00 to 10:00 and from 2:30 to 4:00; several breaks in the lower frame under the first and second hearts; (double left frame).

11/IV. Dot in the rays to the left of the main branch, shortened main ray; dot to the right of the dots above the sixth tower; three breaks in the lower frame – under the first and second hearts and under the legs of the right dove; (fused rays above the first and second towers).

12/III. Dot just above the main ray; dot in the ninth leaf at 5:30; dot on the breast of the left dove, and dots in the second heart at 11:00 and 3:00; break in the third heart at 8:00; (dash on the left frame just left of the ČE in ČESKO).

12/IV. Dot above the fourth spiral; kinked ray to the left of the first tower; (break in the middle ray under the TA in POŠTA).
13/III. Dot missing from the sun’s rim at 1:00; several breaks in the left and lower frames; dot above the left frame to the left of the Dove and a dot in the tails of both doves; gap in the third heart from 7:00 to 8:00; gap in the right frame near the lower right corner; dashes under the lower frame beneath the value tablet.

13/IV. Gap in the left frame by the second spiral; many snub, oblique rays to the left of the first tower; (break in the upper frame above the left forked line; break in the seventh wave; gap in the lower frame under the third heart).

14/III. Drop on the main ray; oblique mark between the Š and T in POŠTA and the leg of that T extended to the lower right; dot above the sun at 10:30; break in the left frame between the E and S as well as between the K and O in ČESKO; dot in the tail of both doves;

14/IV. Drop on the main ray; dot between the second and third towers.
15/III. The lower end of the main ray is swollen; dot missing from the sun’s rim at 1:30 and 3:30; the eighth and ninth leaf are joined; dot in the second heart at 11:30; dot on the lower frame under the fourth heart; (break in the left frame by the second spiral; a bird-shaped dip in the frame between the third and fourth spirals – a swallow).

15/IV. Break in the third heart at 5:00; (gap in the third spiral; a dot above the right frame over N and KÁ in SLOVENKÁ) – in some printings, entirely without defects.

16/III. The top right side of the main ray doubled, break in the left frame between the E and S and above the O in ČESKO, dot in the second and fourth heart.

16/IV. The top right side of the main ray doubled; dot to the left and to the right of the left branch; dash on the right frame above the Á in SLOVENKÁ; (“skylight” between the wavy line and the eighth spiral).
17/III. Shorter main ray; first and last three dots missing from the sun’s rim; dot within the sun at 10:00; dot in the oval at 12:30 and on the outer curve of the numeral 5.

17/IV. Dot to the left of the upper left corner; thick ray above the first and second towers; shorter main ray; several breaks in the wavy line; dot on the inside edge of the oval at 3:30.

18/III. Projection from the left frame by the dove’s tail; several breaks near ČESKO; ray coming out of the second tower; dot missing from the sun’s rim at 3:00; dot in the value tablet at 5:30 under the numeral 5.

18/IV. Gap in the left frame by the dove’s tail; two double rays in front of the first tower; another ray coming out of the second tower; thick dot on the sun’s rim under the main ray.
19/III. Dot on the left frame and a mark on the upper frame near the upper left corner; ray of dashes to the left of the first tower; dot between the second and third towers; fat dot on the sun’s rim at 10:00 and 3:30; dot on the upper frame between the O and Š in POŠTA and above the right forked line.

19/IV. The right forked line is joined to a crevice in the upper frame; two thick rays above the first and second tower; dot in the rays to the left of the first tower; mild projection at the upper right corner, mark in the tenth leaf.

20/III. Semicircle of dashes under the O in POŠTA – a second sun; dot next to the sun at 3:00, just after the right branch, and in the value tablet at 2:00.

20/IV. Broken left frame near the upper corner next to the third spiral; dot in the base of the Š in POŠTA; blunted upper right corner; two dots over the fourth tower; dot within the oval at 4:30; (break in the first heart at 12:00).
21/III. Dot on the upper frame above the left forked line, one above the main ray, and another high above the fourth tower; dot missing from the sun’s rim at 12:00; dot and dash under the lower frame; projection from the lower right corner; (doubled left frame; break in the left frame above the second spiral).

21/IV. Dot in the upper part of the Š in POŠTA; ray coming from the second tower; dot and break in the rays under the sixth leaf; (break at the beginning of the ninth wave and in the frame under the fourth heart; dot inside the oval at 4:30).

22/III. Dot on the upper frame above the third spiral; break in the upper frame following the fourth spiral; horizontal break in the fifth spiral; main ray broken at the upper third; dot between the second and third towers; dots missing from the sun’s rim at 3:00 and 3:30; dot in the S in SLOV; dot at 6:00 on the curve of the numeral 5; break in the right frame at the seventh spiral; dash under the U in MUCHA; dash under the lower frame under the left end of the oval; two breaks in the right frame at the lower right corner.

22/IV. Horizontal break in the fifth spiral; break in the right frame at the lower right corner.
23/III. Break in the lower part of the left branch; trimmed rays under the TA in POŠTA; dot on the sun at 10:30 and at 3:30; colored spot in the second branch of the shrub; dot on the edge of the second heart at 4:30;

23/IV. Break in the lower part of the left branch; zigzag ray under the TA in POŠTA; dot on the oval at 1:00; dot under the left leg of MUCHA;

24/III. Very thick ray to the left of the first tower; break in the main ray and a dot just off its bottom; trimmed rays under the TA in POŠTA; dot missing from the sun at 3:00; break in the lower frame under the second heart; dash no the lower frame under the 5; (partially doubled left frame; partially doubled lower part of the 5);

24/IV. Very thick ray to the left of the first tower; short doubling of the upper part of the main ray; break in the lower frame under the right dove;
25/III. Small blotch in the third spiral at 5:00; three dots above the fourth tower and two to the right of its lower part; dot missing from the sun at 1:30 and 3:30; break in the third heart at 7:00; (bite out of the panel between the third and fourth spirals).

25/IV. Dot between the second and third towers; lower part of main ray thickened; break in the left frame under the second spiral.

26/III. Dot in the fourth leaf at 1:00; last three dots in the sun are missing; two dots above the sixth tower; breaks in the left frame above the Č and K in ČESKO; two to four dashes above the left frame near the dove’s tail; dot in front of MUCHA; two dots under the right half of the lower frame; (a bite from the panel between the fifth and sixth spirals).

26/IV. Break in the first heart a 2:30; break in the lower frame after the fourth heart; (dot in the third leaf; the oval is joined to the lower frame; the fourth heart is joined to the lower frame by a dash).

---

4 Tr. The original says, “flower [perhaps a tulip?] between the third and fourth spirals”.
5 Tr. As described in the previous footnote.
27/III. Lacks a main ray; trimmed rays under the TA in POŠTA; open upper left corner; enlarged lower left corner; curved MUCHA; dash under the lower right corner.

27/IV. Thicker rays above the first and second towers; short may ray; dog legged ray and some dots under the T in POŠTA; (thick dot in the sun at 2:00; broken fifth spiral; gap in the lower frame under the fourth heart).

28/III. Bite from the panel between the third and fourth spirals; dot to the left of the first tower; ray coming out of the second tower; dot on the sun at 10:00 and the last three dots are missing; gap in the oval near the second heart.

28/IV. Thick dog-legged ray above the first and second towers; ray coming out of the second tower; break in the ray under the TA in POŠTA; two dots following the right branch; (damaged wing on the right dove).

---

6 Tr. See the note for 24/III.
29/III. Short main ray; dot on the sun at 11:00; last three dots missing from sun’s rim; projection near the base of the left branch; dot in the value tablet under the number 5; (dot in the third leaf).

29/IV. Shorter main ray, thick at the bottom; three dots on the roof under the third and fourth towers; the decoration in front of the first heart is joined to the lower frame, minor growth on the lower right corner.

30/III. White dot at the tip of the upper neck of the Š in POŠTA; two dots after the right branch; white dot on the first wave; a curved line under and a dash follows MUCHA; another curved line below the value tablet.

30/IV. Dot in the base of the Š in POŠTA; ray entering the first tower; dot high above the sixth tower; break in the lower frame under the right dove’s tail; (a “flower”⁷ between the fifth and sixth spirals).

⁷ Tr. See the note for 24/III.
31/III. Dot on the upper frame above the left forked line; thick dots on the sun in the direction of the main ray; dot above the sun at 1:30; white spots on the eighth wave; dot in front of the M and under the U in MUCHA and on the lower frame under the right dove; (doubling of the left frame).

31/IV. Dot between the second and third towers; projection at the lower left and right corners; (dot above the fourth spiral; break in the left frame by the dove’s tail).

32/III. Dot on the upper frame above the sixth spiral; dot in the sixth leaf; dot within the sun as well as a break at 3:00; dot in the wing of the left dove.

32/IV. Dot between the second and third towers; dot above the right frame – over the E in SLOVENSKÁ and the tail of the dove.
33/III. Dot above the fourth tower; break in the main ray; dot by the ray under the T in POŠTA; break in the second heart at 7:00; dot above the value tablet at 1:00.

33/IV. Dot under the eye of the right dove; (dot in the tenth leaf).

34/III. Dot in the upper part of the T and A in POŠTA; no main ray; two dots in the sun at 2:00 and 2:30; extension on the tail of the 5; gaps in the lower frame in front of the first and underneath the fourth heart; dot in the upper part of the right dove’s tail.

34/IV. Ray in front of the first tower thicker on the right end; dot between the second and third towers; doubled dark ray to the left of the third tower; (white spot between the T and A in POŠTA; three white dots under the third tower;
35/III. Main ray extended to upper rays configured into a V; last two dots in the sun’s rim missing; dot on the wing of the left dove; break in the lower frame under the fourth heart; dashes under the right part of the lower frame; (doubled outline to the numeral 5; blotches under the right frame beneath the value tablet).

35/IV. The main ray extended toward the two thick rays under the Š in POŠTA; break in the fourth heart at 8:00; (dark dot on the sun at 2:00).

36/III. The left forked line is joined to the spacing under the upper frame; dot on upper frame above the sixth spiral; the ray under TA is bent to the left; two dots in the sun at 11:00 and 3:00; dot next to the upper left corner of the numeral 5 and under its curve at 6:30.

36/IV. Break in the main ray; very light first spiral; gap in the seventh wave; thicken lower right corner; (flower between the third and fourth spirals; the oval is attached to the lower frame).

---

8 Tr. See the note for 24/III.
37/III. Break in the left frame by the decoration under the Č in ČESKO; dot at the left upper and lower corners; shortened main ray with a dot just above it; dot on the oval at 1:00; gap in the lower frame to the right of the number 5 and line beneath it under the fourth heart; (break in the oval at 12:30 and in the line above it).

37/IV. Both forked lines are shortened; dot just above the main ray; larger colored spot between the left branch and the base of the first tower; damaged line under the shrub and the bush; gap in the seventh wave; (break in the upper frame near the right corner).

38/III. Dot in the first leaf at 3:00; two dots above the fourth tower; dot on the lower frame under the first heart; dot on the breast of the right dove;

38/IV. Short main ray; break in the oval at 9:00; (break in the left frame under the second spiral).
39/III. Broken ray and dot to the left of the first tower; dot in the sun at 1:30; dot in the upper part of the seventh leaf; dot above the left frame by the dove’s tail; projection from the lower left corner; dot after MUCHA, above the oval at 12:00, and on the right frame between the seventh spiral and the dove; (break in the left frame above the O in ČESKO).

39/IV. Dark gap inside the O in ČESKO at 8:30; dot on the left frame between the E and S in ČESKO; dot between the sun and the main ray; dot in the tail of both doves and on the right frame between the seventh spiral and the dove.

40/III. The last two dots are missing from the sun’s rim; three dots by the sixth tower; dot in the second heart at 9:30; dot below the left frame underneath the left end of the value tablet; projection from the lower right corner.

40/IV. Dot on the upper frame between the O and Š in POŠTA; break in the white line under the upper frame between the Š and T in POŠTA; white dashes on the eighth and ninth waves; (there are examples that have no defects!).
41/III. Spot on the first leaf at 3:00; ray enters the middle of the first tower; the last two dots in the sun’s rim are missing; dot in the second heart and in the tail of the right dove; curved line from the lower left corner passes under MUCHA; print of nail hole 1 mm to the left of and above the E in ČESKO; (doubled left frame).

41/IV. Dot at the lower left corner; dot above the right frame over the V in SLOV; print of nail hole 8 mm to the left of the second spiral; (dot on the upper frame above the fourth spiral and a break in the white line above it also; printed speck in the fork of the left branch).

42/III. (Doubled) dot near the upper left corner; main ray broken twice; deformed rim on the sun; dot in the second leaf at 3:00 and in the tail of the left dove; break in the lower frame under the right edge of the fourth heart.

42/IV. Projection from the upper left corner; dash above the upper frame over the O in POŠTA; short main ray with a dot above it; small dot above the sun at 12:30; (large dot between the second and third towers).
43/III. Chipped left frame near the third spiral; dot in the T in POŠTA; dot in the sun at 10:30; two dots after the sixth tower; dot above the numeral 5; dash under the lower frame beneath the right dove; (The edge of the oval is doubled from 12:00 to 1:30; the right frame is doubled).

43/IV. Faint first and second dots in the sun’s rim; dot under the eye of the left dove; break in the lower frame after the fourth heart; (damaged white line at the upper left corner; the eighth and ninth waves are joined along the top).

44/III. Exclamation point for the main ray; break in the left frame above the K in ČESKO; dash on the bottom of the left corner; dot and line follow MUCHA under the lower frame; two dashes under the lower frame, one each beneath the right end of the oval and the fourth heart; (break in the second heart at 5:00).

44/IV. Exclamation point for the main ray; thick main raw low down between the left branch and the first tower; thick ray above the fourth tower; white spot between the third tower and the bush’s first branch.
45/III. Dots skipped in the sun at 1:00 with a dark dot at 1:30; a dot in the tenth leaf at 9:00; break in the lower frame beneath the right end of the oval, and another in the fourth heart at 7:00; (?)\(^9\) dot on the inner edge of the oval at 1:00.

45/IV. Very short ray to the left of the first tower and short rays under the TA in POŠTA; a dot in the tenth leaf at 9:00; white dot on the top of the sixth wave and a dot in the right dove’s little fan;

46/III. The base of the main ray is V shaped; two dots after the right branch; dot in the first heart at 4:00, in the second heart at 10:00, and at 7:30 in the value tablet; break in the third heart at 7:30; break in the ray under TA, and in the lower frame under the right end of the value tablet.

46/IV. Group of thick rays above the first and second tower; two dots near the ray under TA; ninth leaf damaged at 6:00; (break in the right forked line).

\(^9\) Tr. Only one of the enclosing demarcations is present, thus it is impossible to determine what should be enclosed.
47/III. White dot after the fourth spiral; no main ray; thick dot on the sun’s rim at 12:00 and 2:00; dot in front of MUCHA; break in the oval at 4:00; two dots on the wing of the right dove; (spur from the upper part of the O in ČESKO).

47/IV. White dot after the fourth spiral; no main ray; break in the seventh wave; two dashes on the lower frame under the left edge of the value tablet; lower right corner has a projection or dot.

48/III. Shortened right leg on the A in POŠTA; dot within the sun at 12:00; dot in the tail of the left dove; break in the lower frame under the first heart; break in the fourth heart at 7:00; dot on the lower frame under the fourth heart and on the right frame by the lower right corner; (dot on the left frame between the Č and E in ČESKO0).

48/IV. Broken upper frame above and to the left of the P in POŠTA; gap in the seventh wave; dot after the right branch and near the lower right corner.
49/III. Dashes above the upper frame over the fifth and sixth spirals; a dashed ray to the left of the first tower; two dots above the fourth tower; dot above the sun at 11:00; dot on the inner edge of the oval at 1:30.

49/IV. Dot between the second and third towers; break in the main ray; gap in the seventh wave; (dot above the fourth spiral and another under the fourth heart).

50/III. Dot on the upper frame above the T; dot in the tops of the Š and T in POŠTA; dot in the eighth leaf at 10:00; ray coming out of the second tower; fused rays under the sixth leaf; dot in front of MUCHA and in the first heart at 5:00; break in the third heart at 7:00.

50/IV. “Flower” between the third and fourth spirals, and between the fifth and sixth spirals as well; ray coming out of the second tower; thick dot on the sun at 10:30 and 1:30; nail hole 2 mm under and 8mm to the right of the lower right corner; (white dot after the Á in SLOVENSKÁ; dot in the third heart at 6:00; break in the lower frame under the right dove).
51/III. Break in the upper frame above the fourth spiral; three dots on the left forked line; dot in the O in POŠTA at 11:30; the last two dots on the sun’s rim are missing; white spot far below the middle of the second and third towers; dot before MUCHA, in the value tablet at 3:30; and in the third heart at 6:30; perforation guide 9.5 mm to the left of the lower middle decoration;

51/IV. Blunt upper left corner with a dot; dot between the second and third towers; faint or broken upper half of the main ray; truncated M in MUCHA; break in the fourth frame under the fourth heart; (doubled left frame).

52/III. Dip in the upper frame above the left fork; dot to the lower left of the first tower; missing last two dots in the sun; dot on the right frame by the seventh spiral; dot in the third branch of the shrub; two dots in the tail of the left dove; dot under the numeral 5 at 5:30 and another to the right of the 5 under the lower frame; dot on the wing of the right dove; dot in front of MUCHA or a dash under its M and a dash under the frame beneath the left end of the oval.

52/IV. Dot at the upper left corner and another above the fourth spiral; dot in the tail of the left dove; (break in the lower frame under the fourth heart).
53/III. A “flower” between the third and fourth spirals;\textsuperscript{10} dot above the sun at 2:00 and a thick dot at 3:00; dot in the wing of the left dove, in the fourth heart at 2:30, and in the tail of the right dove; dot by the M in MUCHA; dash follows MUCHA and another under the value tablet; dot under the fourth heart and under the right dove; (break in the main ray).

53/IV. Damaged left frame above ČESKO; bulge on the horizon before the left branch; dotted ray to the left of the first tower.

54/III. The upper frame is broken to the left and right above the Š in POŠTA; the edge of the sun is broken in several places; dot on the sun at 1:30; bites from the right frame between the N and S of SLOVENSKÁ and near the dove’s tail.

54/IV. Gap in the frame between the O and the Š in POŠTA and above the sixth spiral; damage to the right frame above VEN and near the dove’s tail; (break in the left forked line, white spot above the eighth wave; break in the lower frame by the fourth heart).

\textsuperscript{10} Tr. See the note for 24/III.
55/III. White spot in the middle of the O in POŠTA; ray coming out of the second tower; mark on the lower part of the main ray; dot on the roof-line in front of the sun; last dots missing from sun’s rim; damage to the first heart and a break in the lower frame beneath the left end of the value tablet.

55/IV. Ray coming out of the second tower; sagging main ray; the L in SLOV extended toward the ninth leaf; white dot above the first branch of the bush.

56/III. Dot on the upper frame in front of the P in POŠTA; dash over upper frame above the A and right forked line; dot missing from the sun at 3:00; dot on the breast of the left dove, in the lower part of the first heart, and on the inside of the oval at 11:30; break in the line under the shrub’s first branch; break in the tip of the second heart and in the right frame under the seventh spiral; dash under the right half of the value tablet.

56/IV. The left edge of the left branch is open at the horizon; four dots above the second tower; ray under the T in POŠTA has a dot at the end toward the sun; faint or broken oval at 12:00.
57/III. Dot on the left frame by the third spiral; enlargement on the fourth spiral at 9:30; last two dots missing from the sun; dot in the second branch of the bush; dot in the fourth heart at 6:00.

57/IV. Dot over the upper frame above the T in POŠTA; main ray broken in the upper third; meager projection at the right lower corner; (gap in the seventh wave; break in the lower frame under the fourth heart).

58/III. Dot in the upper part of the third leaf; ray coming out of the second tower; dot to the right of the main ray; second dot missing from the sun; dash under the lower frame to the lower left of the oval; (“flower” between the fifth and sixth spirals)\(^{11}\).

58/IV. Ray coming from the second tower; main ray thicker nearer the sun; thicker edge on the sun at 2:00; break in the lower frame by the fourth heart.

\(^{11}\) Tr. See the note for 24/III.
59/III. Dot on the sun at 10:00 and the right edge is deformed; bent line near the lower left corner in front of MUCHA; dot in the second heart and in the right dove’s small fan.

59/IV. Dashed ray to the left of the first tower; dot between the second and third tower; break in the middle of the ray under TA in POŠTA; projection at the lower right corner;

60/III. Dashes above the upper frame over the fifth and sixth spirals; dot at the top of the leg in the K in ČESKO; dot on the wing of the left dove and in the right dove’s small fan; gap in the oval at 4:30; break in the lower frame in front of the first heart and after the fourth heart; projection from the lower right corner; perforation guide 9 mm to the right of the V in SLOV,

60/IV. Blockage in the white line of the left frame near the third spiral; truncated left forked line; two dots above the sixth tower in the direction of SV; mild projections at the lower right and left corners.
61/III. Dot on the upper frame above the fourth spiral, another to the left of the top of the main ray; two dots by the ray under TA in POŠTA; dot in the tails of both doves; (projection on the left forked line by the fourth spiral; white spots in the letters POŠTA).

61/IV. Dot in the upper part of the left dove’s tail; (dot to the right of a dash 2 mm above the upper left corner at the edge of the plate; a dark but sometimes faint print on the plate’s edge to the left of the decoration under ČESKO).

62/III. Bite from the upper frame above the right forked line; dot in the leg of the K closest to the O in ČESKO; dots missing from the sun after 3:00; extension on the M in MUCHA; broken lower frame under the fourth heart; (spur on the letter S in ČESKO, the bottoms of the letters N and the second S in SLOVENSKÁ are joined).

62/IV. “Flower” between the third and fourth spirals;\textsuperscript{12} thick and deformed main ray; thick dot in the sun at 2:00; (thick ray above and to the left of the third tower).

\textsuperscript{12} Tr. See the note for 24/III.
63/III. Strong ray to the left of the third tower; the main ray is extended toward the upper rays; (heavy break in the arch on the horizon under the first leaf; break in the left branch at the horizon; white dot between the N and second S in SLOVENSKÁ).

63/IV. Thick ray to the left of the first tower; the main ray is extended toward the upper rays; gap in the lower frame under the right dove; (curl following the right branch).  

64/III. Line above the upper frame on the right third of the stamp; the middle of the Š in POŠTA is cut; dot on the sun at 11:00; dot in the third branch of the shrub; dot on the inside edge of the oval at 1:00; dot in the right dove’s wing.

64/IV. Ray strikes the middle of the first tower; faint first two dots on the sun; (break in the left branch and the fourth tower; speck above the seventh and eighth waves under the bush).

13 Tr. Not observed in the illustration.
65/III. Short dash on the upper frame above the third spiral; line over the upper frame above the third and fourth spirals and the left forked line; dot above the sun at 1:00; dot in the upper part of the second and third leaves; colored spot on the roof within the sun.

65/IV. Mark by the lower left corner above the left frame; (dot missing from the sun at 1:00; white dot near the right frame between the L and O in SLOVENSKÁ).

66/III. Ray above the third tower extended toward the O in POŠTA; dot above and to the right of the main ray; extension on the top of the sixth tower; dot in the second heart at 3:30; a dash under the lower frame below the left half of the value tablet.

66/IV. Thick ray to the left of the third tower; seventh wave broken; dot in the right dove’s wing.
67/III. Main ray missing; break in a ray under the T in POŠTA; dot in front of MUCHA and in the left dove’s tail; dot on the breast and tail of the right dove; two dots on the lower frame by the lower right corner; dot beside the turret within the sun;(white spot on the lower leg of the N in SLOVENSKÁ; dot in the third heart at 2:30).

67/IV. Broken ray under the T in POŠTA; upper right corner slightly blunted; doubled ray with dot above the first and second towers; shorter and thicker main ray; break in the seventh wave.

68/III. Two dots on the upper frame above the third spiral; dot near the lower end of the main ray; broken doubled ray under the TA in POŠTA; two dots on the left frame by the second spiral and tail of the left dove; three dots in the inner side of the oval at 10:30, 1:30, and 5:00.

68/IV. Dot near the upper left corner; dot high over the sun at 1:00 between the T and A in POŠTA; spur on the inside of the oval at 5:00; gap in the seventh wave.
69/III. Break in the main ray; dot above the sun at 11:30; dot in the bush’s ninth branch; dot in the value tablet at 1:30; dot in the first heart at 11:30; dot on the upper frame above the T in POSTA and on the right frame above the S in SLOV; (dots under the lower frame below the third heart).

69/IV. Bent lower half of the main ray; dot high above the sixth tower and another under the TA in POŠTA; two breaks in the lower frame under the fourth heart; slight projections at the upper and lower right corners; dash near the right frame above the V and E in SLOVE.

70/III. Dash near the upper right corner above the sixth spiral; a dot on the lower tip of the ray between the second and third towers; dot on the left side of the main ray; thicker dots on the sun at 12:00 and 3:00; white spot inside the lower curve of the S in VENSKÁ; dot to the left of as well as under the numeral 5; two dots on the lower frame under the first heart; faint or broken fourth heart at 2:30.

70/IV. Two rings on the rays to the left of the third tower; ray connected to the middle of the first tower; three dots above the fourth tower and two dots under the TA in POŠTA; break in the seventh wave and in the lower frame under the fourth heart.
71/III. Dot after the second tower and another above the fourth tower; dot near the upper right part of the main ray; two dots above the sixth tower; intermittent edge on the sun; gap in the left frame between the E and S in ČESKO; (dot and dash projecting from the lower left corner).

71/IV. Dot on the upper frame between the fifth and sixth spirals; the bottom of the main ray is thicker; faint or missing dot in the sun at 11:30; trimmed legs on the M in MUCHA; slight projection at the lower right corner; (doubled left frame; three breaks in the lower frame under the left end of the value tablet).

72/III. “Flower” between the fifth and sixth spirals; dot above the sun at 10:00; dot at 12:00 inside the loop of the numeral 5; three other dots in the value tablet; a dot under the CH and short dash to the left of MUCHA; mark under the lower frame to the right of the value tablet.

72/IV. Dot between the second and third towers; gap in the lower frame under the fourth heart; (break in the lower frame under the third heart).
73/III. Dot on the upper frame above the sixth spiral; nearly horizontal line in the sky under the T in POŠTA; two dots or short dashes to the left of the first tower; two dots each above the top of the second tower, over the fourth tower, and under the sixth leaf; two dots on the lower frame under and to the left of the first heart; dot in the first heart at 2:00 and in the second heart at 7:00.

73/IV. Thick (doubled) ray after the left branch thick dots in the sun at 10:00 and 2:00; gap in lower frame under the 5.

74/III. An intermittent arched line above the upper frame over the fourth spiral; dot on the wings of both doves; dot on the inside of the value tablet at 12:15; dot in front of MUCHA; line under the left frame under the fourth heart; (blockage in the sixth spiral at 3:00).

74/IV. The white line below the upper frame is gone from TA through the sixth spiral; white spot on the seventh wave; (erratic splotch above the upper right and left corners about 2 mm from the upper frame; thickened ray above and to the left of the third tower).
75/III. Chipped frame above the O in POŠTA; large dot to the left of the first tower; break in the main ray; the first dot and those after 3:00 are missing from the sun.

75/IV. Left frame intermittent from the second spiral to the E in ČESKO; large dot to the left of the first tower; (white spot between the O and Š in POŠTA; the upper leg of the V in SLOV projects into the right frame).

76/III. Dot in the T of POŠTA, in the fourth leaf at 11:30, and between the second and third towers; dot under the main ray extended toward the Š – an exclamation point; missing first two dots and those after 3:00 in the sun; dot in the second heart at 11:00; line under the lower right corner.

76/IV. Break in the upper frame above the P in POŠTA; ray entering the middle of the first tower; main ray extended toward the Š in POŠTA; two gaps in the left frame by the second spiral; dot in the left dove’s little fan.
77/III. Dot on the left frame below the upper left corner; short (broken) main ray; dot on the sun at 12:30; last dots in the sun missing; dot to the left of the top of the fifth tower; two bites from the right frame over OVE in SLOVENSKÁ; break in the letter S in SKÁ; not in the third heart at 9:30; two dots in front of MUCHA; dot on the lower frame under the left quarted of the oval.

77/IV. Two close dots above the fourth spiral; break in the upper frame above the P in POŠTA; two dots on the right frame near the sixth spiral; (spur on the second wave; (examples exist without these defects).

78/III. Line above the left frame by the third spiral; line above the right frame from OŠTA to the right forked line; dot to the left and right of the main ray; two dots between the sun and the fifth tower; dot high in the third leaf; dot in the left dove’s wing; elongated mark and dot in the right dove’s wing.

78/IV. Dot at the top of the main ray; dot near the upper right corner; dot on the lower frame under the first third of the oval; elongated mark in the right dove’s wing.
79/III. Dot dots on the upper frame above the sixth spiral; dot between the second and third towers; final two dots in the sun missing; lower right corner worn away.

79/IV. Dot on the left frame above the O in ČESKO; ray enters middle of first tower; dot in the first and third hearts; two breaks in the fourth heart; gap in the lower frame under the fourth heart; dash below the lower frame under the right dove.

80/III. Line above the upper left corner; bottom of main ray thicker; three dots under the TA in POŠTA; small dot above the sun at 11:00; nail print to the right of the SK in SLOVENSKÁ; dot on the lower frame under the fourth heart; ray enters middle of first tower.

80/IV. Dot at 12:30 in the O in POŠTA; main ray thicker at the bottom; break in the fifth wave; dot before MUCHA; thickened lower frame under the value tablet; gap in the lower frame under the fourth heart; ray enters the first tower.
81/III. Dot to the upper right of the left branch; the main ray broken near the top; thick dot in the sun at 12:30 and the last two dots are missing; (doubled left frame; horizontal mark under the curve of the left forked line).

81/IV. Spots on the second, eighth, and ninth waves; gap in the second heart at 8:00; (doubled left frame; examples exist wholly without defects!)

82/III. Dot in the third leaf; short rays under the TA and the fifth leaf; two dots in the tenth leaf; two dots above the sixth tower; dot in the left dove’s tail; dot in front of MUCHA; dot on the edge of the first heart at 2:00; line under the lower frame from the first heart to the beginning of the oval.

82/IV. Dot near the upper left corner; dot between the second and third towers; three dots above the fourth tower; extended left leg on the M in MUCHA; (intermittent line under the first heart).
83/III. Dot in the P in POŠTA; three dots end rays to the left of the first tower; dot between the second and thirds tower; dot to the right of the main ray; dot above the right frame over the first S and above the N in SLOVENSKÁ; break in the seventh wave; dot in the tail of the right dove; dot after Mucha; series of dots under the lower frame; slight projection from the lower right corner.

83/IV. The main ray thickens towards the sun; gap in the lower frame under the fourth heart; dot near the lower right corner.

84/III. Line above the upper frame over the third and fourth spirals; break in the upper frame over the O in POŠTA; dot in the S in SLOV; dot just under the main ray; dot at 5:30 in the value tablet; dot under the right leg of the A in MUCHA and under the leg of the right dove.

84/IV. Dot near the upper left corner; ray enters the middle of the first tower; thinner edge on the sun at 1:30; break in the rays after the right branch; break in the lower frame under the fourth heart; (hidden “ring” in the right dove’s little fan).
85/III. The sixth spiral and the first S in SLOV joined to the right frame; the sun is broken at 12:00, 2:00, 3:00 and 4:00; dot in the tail and on the wing of the left dove; dot in the upper part of the value tablet at 10:00 and 11:00; line from the lower frame runs under MUCHA, another under the left end of the oval; break in the third heart at 5:00; (two breaks in the lower part of the ninth leaf).

85/IV. Two bites from the left frame between the E and S in ČESKO; ray enters the middle of the first tower; speck to the left of the first tower; five breaks in the lower frame under the numeral 5; (break in the upper frame above the left forked line; doubled left frame).

86/III. Dot between the second and third leaf; thickened ray to the left of the first tower; three “dots” in an arc above the fourth tower; dots missing from the beginning to 8:00 and at the end from 2:00; dot in the value tablet at 10:00; dots under the lower frame and near the lower right corner.

86/IV. Dot between the second and third leaf; thickened ray to the left of the first tower and above the first and second towers; hidden “ring” in the right dove’s little fan.
87/III. Dot on the upper frame above the third spiral and between the Š and T in POŠTA; the lower end of the main ray ends with a dot; dot inside the sun at 1:30; projecting upper right corner; dot on the right frame above the S in SLOV; a large colored spot in the tail of the right dove; dots under MUCHA and a series of dots under the lower frame.

87/IV. Short main ray thickened at the lower end; thicker (doubled) dot on the sun at 3:00; line near the lower left corner in front of MUCHA; thick line under the lower frame beneath the 5; thickened lower right corner.

88/III. Group of dashes around the ray to the left of the first tower; dot within the sun at 2:00; gap in the fifth and seventh waves; extension at the base of the M’s legs in MUCHA; two dots near the lower frame under the first heart; dot in the third heart at 6:00; worn lower right corner; (white line to the right of the O in ČESKO).

88/IV. Dot in the upper part of the second leaf; ray coming out of the second tower broken in two; thick dot in the sun at 11:00, 1:00 and 2:00; break in the lower frame under the fourth heart; (gnarled spot above the upper left corner); the axis of the main ray is headed toward a fifth dot in the sun placed between the third and fourth dots.
89/III. Line on the upper frame above the third and fourth spirals ending with a dot; chipped frame above the second spiral; gaps in the fifth and seventh waves; dot in the value tablet at 11:30; dot near the lower frame after MUCHA; blunt lower right corner.

89/IV. Dot (or two) and a line by the upper left corner; short main ray; ray entering the middle of the first tower; dot in the first leaf; gap in the first heart at 12:00; intermittent arch (and lower frame) under the left half of the value tablet.

90/III. Dot above the upper left corner, above the third and fourth spirals, and above the right forked line; dot within the T in POŠTA; large dot in the third leaf at 6:30; dot in the sixth leaf at 11:30; pointed ray to the upper left of the first tower; dot to the right of the base of the main ray; disturbed oval at 11:00; dot in front of and following MUCHA and under the lower frame beneath the 5.

90/IV. Gap in the top of the main ray; dot missing from the sun at 11:30; break in the third heart at 7:30; dot on the lower frame under the fourth heart; thick lower right corner.
91/III. Dot on the middle right side of the main ray; two small dots in the value tablet at 4:00 and 5:00; dot in the fourth heart at 12:00; longer middle bar in the E in SLOVEN (doubled left frame; gap in the lower frame under the right dove).

91/IV. The middle of the first tower has a ray entering, and just above it, a doubled ray toward the arch; dot between the second and third towers; sun’s first dot shifted to the left; short line above the right frame near the seventh spiral; (three white spots under the third and fourth towers).

92/III. Line to the right of the base of the main ray; dot above the sun at 2:00; after 3:30, dots missing from the sun; dot over the oval at 12:30; gap in the oval at 4:30; MUCHA underlined with a curved line; curved lines on the lower frame in front of the fourth heart and below the right dove.

92/IV. Dot between the second and third towers; break in the upper part of the main ray; dot on the lower frame under the first heart; dot on the lower right corner.
93/III. Cluster of dots near the main ray and more near the sixth tower; dot in the left
dove’s wing, another at 1:30 on the oval, another follows MUCHA, and two dots under
the right dove.

93/IV. Broken (or maybe doubled) main ray; a doubled ray coming out of the top of the
third tower; horizontal line in the fifth spiral; breaks in the lower frame after the first
heart.

94/III. Thick dot in the sun at 10:00; gap in the seventh wave; two dots after MUCHA;
dots under the lower frame – especially under the value tablet.

94/IV. Dot between the second and third tower; damaged left frame by the dove’s tail;
gap in the lower frame under the fourth heart; dot in the right dove’s small fan.
95/III. Dot in the fifth leaf at 9:30; the main ray is short and bends to the left; (followed at the top by a separate orthogonal line); misshapen sun missing the first and last two dots; dot to the left of the fifth tower; gap in the seventh wave; a dot on the left dove’s wing and a large dot on the right dove’s wing; projection at the lower right corner; (white line from the Č in ČESKO to the third tower).

95/IV. Dot at the upper left and right corners; dot between the second and third towers; break in the main ray; gap in the seventh wave; break in the seventh heart at 7:00; break in the lower frame under the fourth heart.

96/III. Gap in the third leaf at 8:30; break in the tenth leaf at 8:00; dot in the sixth leaf at 2:00; dot (dash) at the top of the main ray; thicker second dot in the sun; two last dots in the sun missing; dot to the left of the fifth tower; gap in the seventh wave; dot after MUCHA; break in the tip of the second heart; break in the oval at 6:30.

96/IV. Dot near the upper left corner; dot between the second and third towers; thickened and doubled rays around the first, second, and third towers; (damaged drawing of the fifth spiral).
97/III. Projection at the upper right corner; dot in the sixth leaf at 12:00; dot above the sun at 12:00; small and large dots in the second heart at 2:00; dot in the left dove’s tail and on the right dove’s breast; dash under the right half of the value tablet and a blotch in the lower part of the fourth heart and into the lower frame.

97/IV. Thick ray to the left of the third tower; white spot under the right forked line; dot on the upper right corner; gap in the seventh wave; hidden “ring in the right dove’s little fan; projection from the lower left and right corners.

98/III. Dot on the left frame by the third spiral; a dot to the left of the top of the main ray, which has two breaks; dot to the right of the middle of the fourth tower; damage to the right frame above the S in SLOV; dot on the oval above the 5 at 11:30; a dot in front of, below the C, and one following MUCHA as well as a spur and dash on the lower frame - - more lines under the right dove.

98/IV. Dots on the upper frame above the third, fourth and fifth spirals; gap in the seventh wave; projection at the lower right corner.
99/III. Blunted upper right corner; short and broken main ray; dot on the sun at 10:00 and 12:00; thicker first and missing last dots on the sun; dot in the third heart at 3:00; break in the lower frame under the left edge of the oval and under the fourth heart.

99/IV. Three “dots” above the fourth tower; break in the top of the main ray; gap in the lower frame under the fourth heart; projection from the lower left and right corners.

100/III. Dot on the upper frame in front of the P in POŠTA; dot on the main ray; two dots¹⁴ above the sun at 12:00; saw tooth in the roof following the right branch; gaps in the left dove’s wing; many breaks in the first heart and a break in the fourth heart at 3:00; gap in the lower frame after MUCHA; lines under the lower frame beneath the value tablet; dot in the oval at 8:00.

100/IV. Gap in the upper frame in front of the P in POŠTA; gap in the right forked line; ray enters the first tower; fading main ray; saw tooth roof after the right branch; gap in the seventh and ninth waves; a series of gaps in the lower frame from the right end of the oval to under the right dove; deformed and afterwards worn out right frame near the lower right corner.

¹⁴ Tr. Only one dot appears to be present in the illustration.